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This essential guide to Sound and Energy Healing is presented in an interesting and easy to

follow style.You will learn how to harness and direct healing energy for self, family and friends,

people at a distance and even your pets, trees and plants. You will learn how to combine this

knowledge with the healing power of sound via Himalayan singing bowls, tuning forks and

other healing instruments.Learn how to create Sacred Space for healingLearn chakras basics

and the energy systems of the bodyLearn how to select your Sound Therapy toolsLearn how to

safely conduct a healing treatment for self, pets, family and friendsLearn how to perform an

aura cleanse, sonic diagnostics and effective full body healing treatmentsSound Therapy

Treatments - step by step instruction onHimalayan Singing BowlsAura

CleanseTingshawsOpening the HeartSpinal Column TreatmentBinaural Beats TreatmentHeart

Brain Coherence TreatmentBalancing the Gut Brain Connection TreatmentEmpowering the

Solar Plexus TreatmentTuning ForksThe Perfect FifthTuning Fork Treatments for self, others

and pets
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ctionAnyone can strike a bowl to produce pleasing sounds but to create sacred sound for

healing requires a more refined set of skills and understanding. This essential guide to Sound

and Energy Healing techniques is an practical guide for every beginner eager to make the very

best start on the road to using sound for optimal holistic health. It is presented in an easy to

follow style and provides a range of interesting hands on healing techniques as well as lots of

practical advice.In this book you will learn how to harness and direct healing energy for

yourself, family and friends, people at a distance and even your pets and animal friends, trees

and plants. Combining this knowledge with Sound Therapy skills is what makes the difference

between a good Sound Therapist and an excellent one. This enables you to bring a greater

sense of calmness to your life as you become more centred and empowered and will increase

your potential to open your psychic and healing abilities to greater help yourself and

others. Learn how to create Sacred Space, necessary for healing at the highest vibration.Learn

chakras basics and energy systems of the body.Learn how to select your Sound Therapy tools;

wands, mallets, singing bowls, tuning forks andgrounding tools such as drum and

chimes.Learn how to safely conduct a healing treatment for self, family and friends, from the

preparation before a treatment begins, to precautions and contraindications, to after care

advice.Learn how to perform an aura cleanse, sonic diagnostics and full body treatments using

Himalayan singing bowls, tuning forks and grounding tools.Sound Therapy Treatments include

step by step instruction on:Aura CleanseTingshawsOpening the HeartHimalayan Singing

BowlsSpinal Column TreatmentBinaural BeatsHeart Brain CoherenceBalancing the Gut Brain

ConnectionEmpowering the Solar PlexusTuning ForksThe Perfect FifthTuning Fork Treatments

for Self, Others and PetsYou will learn about the power of sound for healing on all levels, from

reducing pain and inflammation, lowering blood pressure, improving circulation, boosting the

immune system, removing stagnant energy to deep relaxation for stress, anxiety, depression

and insomnia, plus so much more, in this essential guide that every beginner is sure to

treasureENERGY HEALINGWhat is Energy?Firstly, we will discuss what Energy is and how we

can use it to direct healing to ourselves and others – to friends, family, pets, plants and even to

the environment around us.Energy exists all around us in various forms e.g. magnetic, electric,

electro-magnetic, etc. So much happens on the invisible fields that we are largely unaware of

day-by-day, but by consciously tuning in to these energies we can learn to direct them and

apply them at will, using the energies to heal and improve our lives and that of others.It is not

necessary to believe in any one faith system in order to be able to do this. Each of us has an

innate healing ability which we can develop and enhance through practice and dedication. We

will look at several different methods of doing this, including sound. Some methods may seem

unconnected at first especially if you are a beginner, but with practice you will find that

everything flows and your experience deepens as your consciousness expands.We will explore

how energy effects our physical, mental, emotional and spiritual aspects. We will learn about

the Sanskrit 7 Chakra system, as it ties in with most energy healing modalities currently used



in the western world today.To begin working with any healing energy it is essential to know how

to do so safely so that we remain grounded and not overload our systems or take on energy

that does not belong to us. One way to do this is by connecting to and running earth and

cosmic energy.In this section we will learn how to consciously direct how this energy flows and

how we can strengthen and protect ourselves through grounding techniques, cleansing and

creating sacred space.Earth EnergyRunning Earth Energy through our bodies gives us a

connection with the Earth that enables us to work from a strong foundation within ourselves.

When we attune to the Earth’s energy and resonance, we feel more naturally in tune with the

world around us and with just being exactly who we are, more assured, confident, happy and

healthy.GroundingGrounding is essential both before and after any energetic working or

healing treatment. It is also very beneficial, especially if you are highly sensitive, to continually

keep grounding during your healing treatments so that you do not pick up any energies that are

not yours. MethodSit comfortably in silence on your ownTurn off phones and anything else that

may disturb youKeep your spine straight, feet firmly on the floorTake a few deep cleansing

breathsClose your eyes and imagine that you are a strong Oak treeVisualise roots extending

out from your feet, deep, deep into the EarthAt the centre of the Earth, wrap your roots around

the core, the heart of Mother Earth.Connect with the love here and let the supportive Earth

energy flow gently up through the layers of rock and soil, underground streams and up into

your feet, ankles, calves, thighs, pelvis, abdomen, back, chest, spine, arms, and head; infusing

your whole body with its vital energyLet this energy flow throughout your whole

bodyEarthingWalking barefoot on the earth is known as Earthing. This brings many benefits

including reducing stress levels, elevating mood and even a reduction in inflammation and pain

in the body.If you can do this outdoors with shoes off and the soles of your feet in contact with

the earth, all the better.The Earth has an infinite supply of energy to help neutralise excess

adrenaline and cortisol which can leave us anxious and overworked, impacting our immune

system and mental energy too. Earthing helps us to discharge negative energy and eliminate

free radicals which are detrimental to our well-being. If you practice these methods for thirty

minutes daily you will soon see positive results.Cosmic EnergyCosmic energy exists

everywhere. It is essentially the life force that gives life and form to everything around us and

exists in every molecule.Consciously connecting with and running Cosmic Energy through our

being helps to elevate our vibration, cleanses our fields before and after energetic work, as well

as replenishing our energy when we need to recharge.Sitting with this energy as it flows

through us can bring elevated states of peace, joy and bliss. Cosmic energy can be channelled

through the chakras, breathing exercises, with the simplest way of acquiring this positive

energy being through meditation.Running Cosmic EnergyMethodImagine now a ball of white or

golden sparkling light about 8 inches above your headBring it down into your head, filling up

your crown, overflowing into the third eye, filling up each chakra as it makes its way to the

rootSee it flow down through your spine, arms, chest, abdomen, legs and feet, and down

through your strong Oak rootsAnchoringRunning both Earth and Cosmic energy together

synergistically helps to keep us at our highest vibration where we live in harmony with others

and attract what is good for us into our lives.Let the 2 energies flow simultaneously for about

5-10 minutes each time you do the exerciseYour mind should be blankRelax your body, relax

your mind and allow the 2 energies to flow up and down infusing your whole body. This is what

is known as running Earth and Cosmic energyJust allow it to flow, and as it flows, it helps to

align and balance your energy fieldsVisualise these two energies anchoring in your heart,

aligning you with the Heavens and the Earth at their highest vibrationWhen you feel complete,

release the energies gently back to their source, seeing them move away gently, becoming



less intense and then return to grounding to finish 
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